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ABSTRACT In order to evaluate the mission success of system of systems (SoS) and to develop maintenance
strategies to meet mission requirements of SoS, an importance measure method of equipment task based on
operational dependency of SoS is proposed. The operational dependency network of SoS is constructed
based on FDNA, and the nodes and dependency relationships in the network are determined. According to
the Markov process, the reliability model of a system function is constructed, and the operability level and
probability of each node in the network are obtained. Meanwhile, the algorithm of Birnbaum importance
measure is introduced to effectively quantify the impact of operational dependency on the task importance
of each equipment system in SoS. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of this method is verified by a
case study.

INDEX TERMS System of systems (SoS), operational dependency, importance measure, operability level.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the proposal of ‘‘network centric warfare’’, the com-
plexity of combat system and combatmission is increasing. In
the same mission, multiple equipment systems need to work
independently and cooperate with each other, consequently
the concepts of system of systems (SoS) [1]–[3] and system
of systems engineering (SoSE) [4]–[6] emerge as the times
require. Each system in SoS often shows the independence of
management and operation, but it must operate continuously
without faults and achieve a group of overall capabilities to
complete the corresponding tasks in the mission by cooper-
ating with each other and playing different functions, which
leads to the difference of the importance measures [7] of
equipment system in different combat missions of SoS. The
mission importance of equipment reflects the degree to which
the equipment plays a role in the specific mission of SoS,
i.e. its contribution [8] to combat mission. When SoS carries
out a combat mission, it is inevitable that system failures or
failure events might occur. Through the reasonable analysis
of task importance, we can identify key equipment systems
in different combat tasks and weak links in task execution,
determine the maintenance priority of component systems,
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and provide the basis for the maintenance decision-making
of SoS [9], [10].

At present, there are few researches on this kind
of problems. Researches on importance measures mainly
focus on the single system [11], including structural
importance [12]–[14], reliability importance [15], [16] and
lifetime importance [17], [18]. However, most of the
researches on importance measures or contribution degree of
SoS are based on the analysis of network characteristics of
SoS, and the architecture of SoS is mapped to the complex
network by introducing complex network theory. The com-
ponent system is transformed into the network node, thus the
equipment importance analysis in the SoS is transformed into
the node importance analysis in the network. It is generally
divided into two categories: one is to analyze the significant
characteristics of nodes, including not only single indexes
such as betweenness [19], [20], node weight [21], [22],
neighbor average degree [23], [24], but also the combination
indexes of degree [25], [26] and coreness [27] and compre-
hensive indexes obtained by TOPSIS and some other methods
[28]; the other is to analyze the corresponding impact of
damaged node on the network [29], [30]. Although the above
researches have made up for the blank of importance analysis
of SoS to a certain extent and have provided certain basis
for its development, there are still some deficiencies, mainly
including the following aspects:
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(1) The SoS is driven by mission. And component systems
complete the corresponding tasks by running the correspond-
ing functions under the given combat tasks, so as to ensure the
completion of the mission. The analysis of the importance of
the equipment in SoS should focus on the importance of the
equipment system to the combat tasks. From the perspective
of operational suitability, different task capabilities are the
embodiment of the combat task objectives, which are real-
ized by different equipment systems with different functions.
Therefore analysis of the importance of equipment to combat
task in SoS can be converted into analysis of the importance
of its functions to task capabilities.

(2) During the operation (use) of the system, whether it
operates properly depends on the current operational status
or operational output of other systems to a certain extent,
i.e. there is operational dependency between systems and
capabilities. The failure or degradation of a single system or
capability in SoS will impose a certain impact on the oper-
ational level of other systems or capabilities. Therefore it is
necessary to construct the operational dependency network of
SoS instead of the network with general structure to analyze
the task importance.

(3) At present, existing researches only consider that the
equipment system is a system with ‘‘two states’’. How-
ever, the current equipment system is generally complex in
structure and can demonstrate several different operational
levels [31] (i.e. performance state). Only roughly dividing
the equipment operational status into ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ is
difficult to accurately describe the evolution law of equipment
operational level during the mission. Therefore ‘‘multi-state’’
characteristics of a system should be consideredwhen analyz-
ing the task importance and a suitable method for analyzing
degradation [32]–[34] of the equipment system is needed.

In response to these deficiencies, the operational depen-
dency network of SoS is constructed based on the charac-
teristics of SoS operational dependence. And based on the
‘‘multi-state’’ characteristics of the equipment, a dynamic
method of analyzing the operational levels of different nodes
and their corresponding probability by using Markov pro-
cess is determined. According to the given task operational
requirements, the task importance analysis method based on
operational dependency of SoS is proposed and its specific
analysis and calculation process is illustrated. Finally the
method is verified through a case.

II. OPERATIONAL DEPENDENCY NETWORK OF SoS
MODELING
Generally speaking, Typical representations of a SoS involve
networked combinations of the constituent systems that ulti-
mately provide SoS-level capabilities, as shown in Figure 1.
At the highest level, SoS is essentially a collection of capabil-
ities required to perform various tasks, driven by the combat
mission. The execution of combat tasks requires that all
systems in SoS cooperate with each other to provide corre-
sponding task capabilities. Task capabilities required by dif-
ferent combat tasks are one or several elements of SoS-level

capabilities. Capabilities are generated from the collection
of system-level functions, which are provided by various
systems. Each system generally has multiple functions. Sys-
tem functions are described by selecting key performance
parameters, which are generally divided into six categories
including c2 (command and control), battlespace awareness,
maneuver, fires, communication and protection. Different
system functions and task capabilities are interconnected
through operational dependency and different functions of the
same system are operated in different tasks. The meanings of
their operational levels are also different.

At the capability level, there may be operational dependen-
cies between different task capabilities in the same combat
mission. For example, the effectiveness level of fire damage
capability depends on the actual effectiveness level of target
detection capability in a target damage task.

At the function level, there may be operational dependen-
cies between different functional modules of different equip-
ment systems performing the same combat task. For example,
the ground receiving station is a bridge for data transmission
between the UAV and the command system in a target detec-
tion task, so the detection function of UAV depends on the
communication function of the ground receiving station to a
certain extent.

In the same combat task, realizations of different task capa-
bilities depend on normal operation of functions of equipment
systems. For example, if two UAVs undertake a target detec-
tion task, the target detection capability of the task depends
on depends on the target detection function of two UAVs.

According to the reliability block diagram of different
functions of each system, dynamic reliability models of sys-
tem functions are constructed. We can judge whether the
system can meet the demands of the task by analyzing the
operational levels of each function of the specific system
under different tasks, so as to evaluate the overall impact of its
failure or functional degradation on the whole. To achieve the
judgment, whether its function is available at a given time and
whether its function can continue to operate within a specified
period of time both should be determined.

Functional dependency network analysis (FDNA) [35] is
a dependency analysis method of SoS proposed by Gar-
vey and Pinto in 2009. It is used to measure the ripple
effects of degraded operability in one or more entities or
feeder–receiver chains on SoS due to risks, so as to mea-
sure the non-operability of each entity or chain in SoS.
Chen et al. [36], Chen et al. [37], and Zhang et al. [38] all
improved the classical FDNA method, so as to conduct in-
depth study on several aspects of SoS. On the basis of FDNA,
Guariniello and Delaurentis [39] proposed SODA and SDDA
to analyze dependency of SoS in operation and development
process, and furthermore effectively analyzed the flexibility
and robustness of SoS. To some extent, these studies meet
the basic requirements of dependence analysis of SoS, but
the explanation of nodes, dependency relations and depen-
dency types in the network is insufficient. And the impact
of dynamicity of the task and performance degradation of
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FIGURE 1. Network construction of SoS based on operational dependency.

the system on operational dependency is not considered. The
related parameters of the analysis of dependency need to be
further explored.

A. NETWORK CONSTRUCTION
Each equipment system in SoS is the undertaker and executor
of a task, and the task capability is also the result of the
cooperation of different functions of each equipment system.
Therefore, before the network construction, the following
definitions are given:

SoS = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} (1)

Si =
{
Fi1,Fi2, . . . ,Fimi

}
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (2)

C =
{
C1,C2, . . . ,Cp

}
(3)

where: SoS represents a certain system of systems, which
is composed of n equipment systems; Si represents the ith
equipment system, which includesmi functions;C represents
the set of task capabilities in one task, and each task capability
corresponds to several functions of some equipment systems
that perform the task.

Operational dependency network is represented by G =
{N ,E}, which is mainly composed of nodes and edges. The
node represents the equipment system or task capability,
which is represented by N = {NS ,NC }, where NS is the set
of system nodes and NC is the set of capability nodes. These
nodes can be a feeder node or a receiver node, or both. It
should be emphasized that since the equipment system has

multiple functions, for the system node, the jth function node
of Si is represented by NFij , that is:

NSi =
{
NFi1 ,NFi2 , . . . ,NFimi

}
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (4)

The edge represents the dependency between nodes and
E = {E1,E2, . . . ,En} ⊆ N × N represents all edges.
From the above description, it can be included that the oper-
ational dependency network is actually a description of the
dependency between system functions and task capabilities.
Therefore, system nodes can be decomposed into correspond-
ing function nodes to accurately construct the operational
dependence network, as shown in Figure 2.

The related concepts in the network can be defined as
follows:

1) NODE
According to the description of operational dependency net-
work in Figure 1 and Figure 2, nodes in the network are
divided into two categories: function nodes and capability
nodes.

The function node represents the specific function of the
equipment system. It is formed by the cooperation of various
components of the system after a certain series and parallel
connection. It is the external expression of the system struc-
ture and belongs to the entity node. It can be roughly divided
into c2 nodes, battlespace awareness nodes, maneuver nodes,
fire nodes, communication nodes and protection nodes.
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FIGURE 2. Dependency network of function node and capability node.

The capability node mainly refers to the basic capabilities
needed to complete the task and belongs to virtual node. It is
formed by the cooperation of the relevant equipment systems
operating their respective functions according to objectives
and demands of the task. Therefore it depends on functions
of equipment systems in SoS.

In addition, from the perspective of dependency, it can be
divided into feeder nodes and receiver nodes, which is similar
to the ‘‘parent-child’’ relationship. The operational level of
the receiver node depends on the operational level of the
feeder node. The feeder node supplies its output to one or
more receiver nodes.

2) OPERABILITY LEVEL O
In operational dependency networks, operability refers to the
ability of nodes to operate reliably according to pre-defined
operational demands. The operability level is its correspond-
ing measurement, ranging from 0 to 100.

The operability level of capability node is defined as the
level of combat effectiveness (OC ), which represents the size
of task capability.

The operability level of function node is defined as the
operational performance level of function (OF ), which rep-
resents the performance level of system function (i.e. sys-
tem function state). It transforms the performance level of
system function into value or utility. For different function
nodes, the size and dimension of performance parameters
corresponding to different physical quantities are different,
and they are uniformly expressed as dimensionless metrics
through processing in the network.

3) BASELINE OPERABILITY LEVEL OB
OB refers to the operability level of the receiver node operat-
ing alone in SoS when all dependencies are unavailable. The
basic operational level of capability node is defined as the
basic level of combat effectiveness (OCB ). O

C
B generally takes

the value of 0 because capability node depends on function
node. The basic operability level of function node is defined
as the basic operational performance level of function, and its

value is calculated according to the operational dependency
network.

4) INDEPENDENT OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE LEVEL OI
F

The classical FDNA method assumes that the original oper-
ability level of nodes is 100, which is obviously unreason-
able in practice. In the mission executing process of SoS,
function nodes themselves will have faults or performance
degradation, resulting in OF failing to reach the optimal
value, that is, the function nodes themselves have multiple
degraded states. This situation does not exist when calculat-
ing OC in the network because OC completely depends on
OF and the capability node has no performance degradation
phenomenon itself. Therefore,OIF represents the independent
operational performance level of the function node and ranges
from 0 to 100, which is basically consistent with OF . How-
ever, the difference between them is thatOIF does not consider
any dependency relationship in SoS and only considers the
impact of performance degradation of the function node on
operability level. AndOF is the final output of the operability
level of the function node during the execution of the task by
considering the operational dependency and OIF .

5) DEPENDENCY RELATION
Dependency relation is a condition or state existing between
two nodes. In the operational dependency network, it means
that the operation (use) of one node depends on the oper-
ation (use) of another node to a certain extent. It is usu-
ally divided into single dependency relation (one-to-one) and
multi dependency relation (one to many).

B. CALCULATION AND ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL
DEPENDENCY
FDNA usually uses a set of parameters

{
SODi,j,CODi,j

}
to construct the dependency calculation function of SoS.
SODi,j represents the strength of dependency between nodes
Ni and Nj, which is used to describe the additional contribu-
tion of the dependency relationship to the basic operability
level of the receiver node (i.e. characterizing the auxiliary
characteristics of the dependency relationship). It contains
a parameter called strength of dependency fraction αij for
the corresponding calculation and 0 ≤ αij ≤ 1.CODi,j
represents the criticality of dependency between two nodes,
which is used to describe the restriction of the dependency
relationship on the basic operability level of the receiving
node (i.e. characterizing the constraint characteristics of the
dependency relationship). It contains a parameter called crit-
icality of dependency parameter βij for the corresponding
calculation and 0 ≤ βij ≤ 100.
Suppose that there is a dependency relationship between

node Nj and feeder nodes N1,N2,N3, . . . ,Nh, to design the
basic algorithm of operational dependency analysis, some
other variables and parameters are also defined as follows:
Oj The operability level of Nj
f (O1,O2,O3, . . . ,Oh) The function of operability level of

Nj based on strength of dependency
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g(O1,O2,O3 . . . ,Oh) The function of operability level of
Nj based on criticality of dependency
OSODij (i = 1, 2, . . . , h) The value of operability level

between nodes Nj and Ni based on SODi,j
OBij The value of basic operability level of node Nj when

the operability level of feeder node Ni is 0
Oij The operability level of node Nj when the operability

level of Ni in the feeder node set is 100 and other nodes are 0
OCODij(i = 1, 2, . . . , h) The value of operability level

between nodes Nj and Ni based on CODi,j
According to the FDNA weakest link rule, the operability

level of Njis measured as follows:

Oj = Min(f (O1,O2,O3, . . . ,Oh),

g(O1,O2,O3 . . . ,Oh)) (5)

f (O1,O2,O3, . . . ,Oh) = OSODj (6)

OSODj = Average(OSOD1j ,

OSOD2j , . . . ,OSODhj ) (7)

OSODij = αijOi + 100(1− αij),

i = 1, 2, . . . , h (8)

In equation (8), the larger the value of αij, the greater
the contribution of the feeder node, and the stronger the
dependency of the receiver node on the feeder node.

OBij = 100(1− αij), i = 1, 2, . . . , h (9)

OBj = Average(OB1j ,OB2j , . . . ,OBhj ) (10)

When Nj has multiple dependency relationships, the final
value of its basic operability level is the average value of Nj
operability levels in each dependency relationship, as shown
in equation (10).

Therefore, the value of αij can be determined from the
above, as shown in equation (11):

αij =
Oij − OBj

Oij
× 100% (11)

g(O1,O2,O3 . . . ,Oh) = OCODj (12)

OCODj = Min(OCOD1j ,OCOD2j , . . . ,

OCODhj ) (13)

OCODij = Oi + βij, i = 1, 2, . . . , h (14)

When the operability level of the feeder node is 0, the
operability level of the receiver node will be degraded from
its basic operability level, which leads to a certain loss of
(100− βij). The smaller the value of βij, the greater the
constraints of the feeder node on the receiver node and the
higher its criticality.

The basic algorithm of operational dependency analysis
is aforementioned, but it is found that the algorithm has
some defects in practical use. Firstly, the influence of OIF
on the dependency relationship is not considered; secondly,
the basic parameters used in FDNA are not enough to accu-
rately describe the operational dependency network; thirdly,
it cannot be applied to the analysis and calculation of various

kinds of dependency relationships. Therefore, the algorithm
of FDNA needs to be improved to ensure its accuracy and
effectiveness.

For the single dependency relationship, the feeder node is
generally the function node, and the receiving node is the
function node or capability node. Therefore, the calculation
of the operability level of the receiver node will be different
mainly due to different types of receiver nodes.

In equation (8), the function of operability level based
on strength of dependency is only controlled by a single
parameter α. However, the performance level of equipment
system will degrade over time in the process of task execu-
tion, which will lead to the decrease of operability level of
system function. As a feeder node, it will affect the operability
level of receiver node, and as a receiver node, it will also affect
its own operability level. Therefore, in this paper, the func-
tion degradation coefficient δ is introduced to improve the
function of operability level based on strength of dependency
combined with reference [40] and its calculation formula is
given as follows:

δ =
OIF
100
× 100% (15)

As a capability node, it is completely affected by the
function node and has no fault and performance degradation.
Assuming that the feeder node is Niand the receiver node
is Nj, the improved function of operability level based on
strength of dependency is as follows:

Function node :


OSODj = δjαijOi + O

I
Fj (1− αij)

δj =
OIFj
100
× 100%

(16)

Capability node : OSODj = αijOi + 100(1− αij) (17)

In equation (14), the function of operability level based
on criticality of dependency is only controlled by a single
parameter β. Assuming that the feeder node is Ni and the
receiver node is Nj, the piecewise linear model of Oj with
Oi can be obtained according to the classical FDNA method,
as shown in Figure 3. In the COD zone, the slope of the func-
tion of operability level of Nj is always 1 andOj only depends
solely on Oi without any contributions by the independent
operational performance level of Nj.
In practice [41], it can be found that Oj can increase

faster than Oi in COD zone, the influence of criticality of
dependency should be limited to a smaller area, and βij should
gradually decrease with the decrease ofOIFj . Therefore in this
paper the impact of dependency parameter γ (1 ≤ γ ≤ 100) is
introduced to improve the function of operability level based
on criticality of dependency combined with δ as follows:

Function node : OCODj =
100
γij

Oi + δjβij (18)

Capability node : OCODj =
100
γij

Oi + βij (19)

The smaller the value of γij, the smaller the influence of
criticality of dependency.
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FIGURE 3. The piecewise linear model of operability level of single
dependency in FDNA.

For multiple dependency relationships, the influence of
types of node and dependency relationship on the result
should be considered when calculating the operability level
of receiver node.

In the multiple dependency relationship, it can be divided
into ‘‘or’’ dependency and ‘‘and’’ dependency. Assume that
the receiver node is Nj, and the set of feeder nodes is
{N1,N2,N3, . . . ,Nh}:
(1) If there is ‘‘and’’ dependency between feeder nodes,

that is, all the feeder nodes make a certain contribution to the
receiver node, and the unavailability (failure) of any feeder
node will lead to the operability level of the receiver node
being 0, then the calculation formula of OCODj is as follows:

OCODj

=


Min(OCOD1j ,OCOD2j , . . . ,OCODhj),

h∏
i=1

OIFi 6= 0

0,
h∏
i=1

OIFi = 0

(20)

(2) If there is ‘‘or’’ dependency between feeder nodes,
that is, all the feeder nodes can contribute to the receiver
node, when and only if all feeder nodes are unavailable, the
operability level of receiver node is 0, then the calculation
formula of OCODj is as follows:

OCODj

=


Min(OCOD1j ,OCOD2j , . . . ,OCODhj),

h∑
i=1

OIFi 6= 0

0,
h∑
i=1

OIFi = 0

(21)

If the dependency relationship between the set of feeder
nodes and the receiver node is of mixed type, we need to
modify equations (20) and (21) to obtain the final calculation
formula, which will not be repeated here.

The formation of capability depends on the operation and
exertion of system functions. In SOD zone, each function
node has auxiliary dependency on the capability node and has
a certain contribution to the level of combat effectiveness of

capability node. Its calculation formula is roughly the same
as that in single dependency relationship. See equation (17)
for details.

In COD zone, if all the function nodes in the feeder node set
are failed, the level of combat effectiveness of capability node
will be reduced to 0. While the capability node in the feeder
node set generally plays an auxiliary role to the receiver node,
and if it is unavailable, it will not have a devastating impact on
the receiver node. In addition, βij is defined as the constraint
on Nj caused by the failure of Ni when other feeder nodes
operate normally, while βijshould cause certain loss when
operability levels of other function nodes decrease. Therefore
the weight should be used to judge the loss caused by the
complete failure of any function node on the final level of
combat effectiveness of the capability node. Based on the
reference [41], in this paper the function weight coefficient
ω and the criticality weight coefficient µ are introduced to
improve the function of operability level based on criticality
of dependency as follows:

OCODij =
100
γij

Oi + ωijβij

ωij =

h∑
k=1k 6=i

µkjOIFk

100
h∑

k=1k 6=i
µkj

× 100%

µkj =
βkj
h∑
i=1
βij

× 100%

i = 1, 2, . . . , h

(22)

Equation (22) is generally applicable to the case that the
receiver node is a capability node. If the receiver node is
a function node, ωijβij in equation (22) should be replaced
by ωijδjβij, so as to consider the corresponding impact of
degradation of independent operational performance level of
nodes.

In addition, the methods of obtaining values of parameters
of operational dependency are generally divided into two cat-
egories: data-based approaches and expert judgement-based
approaches. Data-based approaches generally use available
data to perform full factorial design or fractional factorial
design of experiments and then use the obtained results
to perform data fitting or parametric regression analysis to
obtain various parameters in operational dependency net-
work. Expert judgement-based approaches are suitable for
the situation where the data is difficult to obtain. Based
on the method and data given in reference [41], in this
paper expert judgement-based approaches are mainly used
to tune the parameters in operational dependency network
of SoS.

C. INDEPENDENT OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE LEVEL
MODELING OF FUNCTION NODE
According to the previous section, performance of func-
tional modules will degrade during operation. So only
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function nodes in the network have independent operational
performance level (state) that can be described dynamically
and continuously.

In addition, formost complex equipment systems, the num-
ber of failures in arbitrary time intervals in many practical
cases can be described as a Poisson process and the time
up to the failure and repair time are often exponentially
distributed. The Markov process has unique advantages in
describing the state transition of such systems. Therefore,
based on the reliability analysis of system function and con-
sidering its characteristics of multistate, this paper constructs
a state model of function node by using Markov process
in order to simplify the calculation. Firstly, the following
assumptions are made:

(1) The sojourn time of performance state of each system
function in SoS obeys exponential distribution.

(2) Each system in SoS is non-repairable.
(3) The function Fmk of equipment system Sm has nmk

states (i.e. nmk discrete independent operational performance
levels) in the degradation process, and the transition intensity
strength λmki,j from state i to state j is a constant, where i, j ∈
1, 2, . . . , nmk . 1 is the failure state of Fmk , nmk is the perfect
state of Fmk , and states 2 ∼ nmk − 1 are intermediate states
between state 1 and state nmk .

(4) It is assumed that the degenerate stochastic process
of Fmk starts from the perfect state nmk , that is, the initial
conditions are as follows: pmknmk (0) = 1

pmk1 (0) = pmk2 (0) = . . . = pmknmk−1(0) = 0
(23)

According to the above assumptions, the Markov [42]
process of independent operational performance state (level)
of function Fmk of equipment system Sm under the condition
of gradual and abrupt failure is constructed as shown in
Figure 4.

Given the state transition intensity matrix of Fmk , trans-
formation theorem of Laplace-Stieltjes and equation (23),
probability of Fmk in each performance state at any time t can
be obtained by solving the following differential equations of
Kolmogorov [43]:

dpmknmk (t)

dt
= −pmknmk (t)

nmk−1∑
e=1

λmknmk ,e

dpmki (t)

dt
=

nmk∑
e=i+1

λmke,i p
mk
e (t)− pmki (t)

i−1∑
e=1

λmki,e ,

i = 2, 3, . . . , nmk − 1
dpmk1 (t)

dt
=

nmk∑
e=2

λmke,1p
mk
e (t)

(24)

By plugging the above calculation results into the network,
the final probability of node Nj in different operability levels
at any time t under the influence of operational dependency
can be obtained.

FIGURE 4. Markov process of independent operational performance
state(level) of function of equipment system under the condition of
gradual and abrupt failure.

III. IMPORTANCE MEASURE OF EQUIPMENT TASK IN
THE NETWORK
The specific process of SoS performing combat mission can
be transformed into the process of normal operation of equip-
ment system functions to form the required task capabilities.
Therefore, the equipment task importance in SoS can be
transformed into importance of function nodes relative to
capability nodes in the network. Combat task execution is a
dynamic process, and the task importance of equipment must
change with the task time This paper improves the Birnbaum
importance measure and proposes the importance measure of
equipment task in the operational dependency network from
the perspective of functional reliability analysis.

In 1969, Birnbaum first proposed the Birnbaum impor-
tance measure of reliability based on two-state system, which
is used to describe the influence of component reliability
changes on system reliability changes:

IB(i; p) =
∂R(p)
∂pi

= Pr {ϕ(X ) = 1 |Xi = 1} − Pr {ϕ(X ) = 1 |Xi = 0} (25)

where: pi is the reliability of component i. p is a vector
composed of reliability of all components in the system. R(p)
is the reliability of the system.

The Birnbaum importance measure is only a static analysis
method. Adding time factor can extend Birnbaum importance
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measure to B-TDL importance measure:

IB−TDL(i; F̄(t)) = R(1i, F̄(t))− R(0i, F̄(t)) (26)

According to the above section, most of equipment sys-
tems in SoS have multiple operability levels during the task
execution, and the success of the task depends on whether
the current operability level of each system meets demands
of the task. While the traditional importance measure only
supports the ‘‘two-state’’ characteristics of the system, based
on the importance measure of multi-state system proposed in
reference [44], the calculation formula of B-TDL importance
measure of function node Ni relative to capability node Nj is
given as follows:

I jB−TDL(i; t)

=

ni∑
k=1

∣∣∣Pr {Oj(t)≥wj ∣∣∣φ(OIFi (t))= bik
}
− Pr

{
Oj(t) ≥wj

}∣∣∣
ni − 1

(27)

where: wj is the task demand of capability node Nj, which is
considered as a constant in this paper. ni is the total number
of independent operational performance states of Ni. bik rep-
resents that the independent operational performance level of
Ni is in the kth state andOIFi (t) is the independent operational
performance level of Ni at time t , function φ(·) is used to
establish the mapping relationship between them. (ni − 1)
is the normalization of importance measure according to the
number of states of the node.

The process of the importance measure of equipment task
based on operational dependency in SoS can be given from
the above, as shown in Figure 5.

IV. CASE STUDY
In this paper, the case and corresponding data in reference
[41] are adopted to explain and verify the proposed method.

In a small Naval Warfare scenario, a MH-60 helicopter and
a ship equipped with detection and combat system constitute
a SoS to perform a task. The enemy target is an enemy ship
heading for the coast. Both helicopters and ships can detect
the target, and the combat system on the ship will carry out
fire strike on it. In this task, the commander is concerned
about the degree of fire attack suffered by the enemy ship.
The problem will be analyzed according to the corresponding
process proposed in this paper.

A. CONSTRUCTION OF OPERATIONAL DEPENDENCY
NETWORK
According to the scenario, five nodes in the network can be
determined, which are function node of helicopter detection
N1, function node of ship detection N2, capability node of
target detection N3, function node of ship combat N4 and
capability node of fire damage N5. N1 and N2 work together
to form the target detection capability in the task, that is, both
N1 and N2 contribute to N3 and form ‘‘or’’ dependency. In
order to improve the degree of fire damage to enemy ships,

FIGURE 5. Analysis process of importance measure of equipment task
based on operational dependency.

on the one hand, combat function of the ship is needed to
be effective; on the other hand, it also needs the capability
of target detection to improve the damage accuracy. There-
fore N3 and N4 make a certain contribution to N5 and form
the corresponding dependency relationship. The operational
dependency network of this scenario is shown in Figure 6.

The parameter matrices of αij, βij and γij in the network are
given as follows:

αij =


0 0 0.28 0 0
0 0 0.88 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.89
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

 (28)

βij =


0 0 9.03 0 0
0 0 85.7 0 0
0 0 0 0 60
0 0 0 0 39.7
0 0 0 0 0

 (29)
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FIGURE 6. Example of operational dependency network in SoS.

γij =


0 0 100 0 0
0 0 57.6 0 0
0 0 0 0 100
0 0 0 0 52.1
0 0 0 0 0

 (30)

According to the above conditions, we can get functions of
combat effectiveness level of capability node as follows:

N3

OC3 = Min(f (OF1 ,OF2 ), g(OF1 ,OF2 ))
f (OF1 ,OF2 ) = OSOD3 = Average(OSOD13 ,OSOD23 )

g(OF1 ,OF2 )=OCOD3=



Min(OCOD13 ,

OCOD23 ),
2∑
i=1

OIFi 6= 0

0,
2∑
i=1

OIFi = 0

OSODi3 = αi3OFi + 100(1− αi3)
OCODi3 =

100
γi3
OFi + ωi3βi3

ω13 =
OIF2
100 × 100%

ω23 =
OIF1
100 × 100%

i = 1, 2
(31)

N5

OC5 = Min(f (OC3 ,OF4 ), g(OC3 ,OF4 ))
f (OC3 ,OF4 ) = OSOD5 = Average(OSOD35 ,OSOD45 )

g(OC3 ,OF4 )=OCOD5=


Min(OCOD35 ,

OCOD45 ), OIF4 6= 0

0, OIF4 = 0

OSOD35 = α35OC3 + 100(1− α35)
OSOD45 = α45OF4 + 100(1− α45)
OCOD35 =

100
γ35
OC3 + ω35β35

OCOD45 =
100
γ45
OF4 + ω45β45

ω35 =
OIF4
100 × 100%, ω45 =

OC3
100 × 100%

(32)

FIGURE 7. Probability curves of N1 at different independent operational
performance levels.

N1, N2 and N4 are different functions subordinate to the
same or different equipment systems and have multiple inde-
pendent operational performance levels. N1 contains four
states with values of 0, 50, 75, and 100. N2 contains three
states with values of 0, 60 and 100. N4 contains two states
with values of 0 and 100. Combined with functions of combat
effectiveness level of N3 and N5, vectors of combat effective-
ness levels can be obtained respectively as follows:

OC3 = [0 5.418 9.03 42.85

52.5 55.418 56 59.03

78.9 84.03 82.4 100] (33)

OC5 = [0 55.5 57.911 59.5184 74.5683

78.8625 80.161 80.42 81.7684

90.6105 92.168 92.8934 100] (34)

B. ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL LEVEL OF NODE BASED
ON OPERATIONAL DEPENDENCY
In this paper, the degradation parameters without repair-
ing of each function node are given as shown in Table 1.
By plugging these parameters into equation (24) and using
the transformation and inverse transformation theorem of
Laplace-Stieltjes, the probability function of each function
node at each independent operational performance level can
be obtained. Taking N4 as an example, the set of state proba-
bility functions is as follows: Pr

{
φ(OIF4 (t)) = 1

}
= 1− e−1.96×10

−4t

Pr
{
φ(OIF4 (t)) = 2

}
= e−1.96×10

−4t
(35)

Through the above calculation, probability curves of N1,
N2 and N4 at different independent operational performance
levels over time are shown in Figure 7, 8 and 9.

It can be seen from Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 that
probabilities of independent operational performance levels
of N1, N2 and N4 in each state will change continuously
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TABLE 1. Values of degradation parameters of function nodes.

FIGURE 8. Probability curves of N2 at different independent operational
performance levels.

FIGURE 9. Probability curves of N4 at different independent operational
performance levels.

according to the change of time. And independent operational
performance level of the function node will decrease with
the increase of time. Therefore in the operational dependency

FIGURE 10. Probability curves of N3 at different levels of combat
effectiveness.

network, this kind of node is bound to affect the actual level
of combat effectiveness of the capability node.

From above, probability functions of N3 and N5 at each
level of combat effectiveness can be obtained. Probability
curves ofN3 andN5 at different levels of combat effectiveness
over time are shown in Fig. 10 and 11.

It can be seen from Figure 10 and Figure 11 that probabili-
ties of levels of combat effectiveness of N3 and N5 in each
state will change with changes of independent operational
performance levels of N1, N2 and N4. If the actual level of
combat effectiveness of the capability node cannot meet the
current task requirement, the task may fail. Therefore in the
importance analysis, we must consider impacts of the current
independent operational performance level of the function
node and operational dependency in SoS.

C. IMPORTANCE MEASURE BASED ON OPERATIONAL
DEPENDENCY
We select N3 and N5 as target nodes and use equation (27) to
analyze the importance of each function node relative to N3
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FIGURE 11. Probability curves of N5 at different levels of combat
effectiveness.

TABLE 2. Relationships of operability level of nodes (the capability of
target detection).

and N5. Thus, the importance of helicopter and ship relative
to different task capabilities can be ranked.

In this case, N3 only depends on N1 and N2. Therefore,
we need to measure the importance of N1 and N2 relative to
N3. Firstly, according to the operational dependency network,
the relationship between independent operational perfor-
mance level of the two and the level of combat effectiveness
of N3 is given, as shown in Table 2.
It is assumed that the task demand of N3 is 60, that is,

whenOC3 is not less than 60, the SoS can successfully execute
the task of target detection. The B-TDL importance measure
I3
B−TDL

(1; t) and I3
B−TDL

(2; t) of N1 and N2 can be obtained
from the data in Table 2. Importance measure-time curves of
N1 and N2 are shown in Figure 12.

Assuming that the task demand of N5 is 75, the B-TDL
importance measure of N1, N2 and N4 relative to N5 can
be obtained according to the above method. Importance
measure-time curves of each function node are shown in
Figure 13.

It can be seen fromFigure 12 and Figure 13 that importance
measures of all function nodes relative to capability nodes

FIGURE 12. Curves of importance measure of function nodes to target
detection capability.

FIGURE 13. Curves of importance measure of function nodes to fire
damage capability.

decrease with the extension of time. Each task capability in
SoS is generated by the cooperation of several different sys-
tems playing their respective functions. A function of a single
system from down state to up state cannot make SoS produce
the required task capability, that is, SoS cannot guarantee to
complete the task in the mission. From the perspective of
functional reliability, the function of a single system from
down state to up state cannot improve the mission success
of SoS. Therefore, the importance measure of each system
function tends to zero as time approaches infinity, which also
conforms to the physical meaning of Birnbaum importance
measure.

For the capability of target detection in SoS, the importance
measure of detection function of helicopter system is always
higher than that of detection function of ship system. On the
one hand, the influence of helicopter and ship detection func-
tion degradation on capability of target detection is slightly
different; on the other hand, the operational dependency net-
work has a certain impact on the task capability. Therefore
at any time t , the order of importance measure of the two
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function nodes relative to the capability of target detection
is as follows:

I3
B−TDL

(1; t) > I3
B−TDL

(2; t) (36)

Therefore, in order to ensure the success of the task of
target detection in SoS, helicopter system should be paid
more attention in maintenance decision.

For the capability of fire damage in SoS, the order of
importance measures of the three function nodes will change
with time. Take t = 1000h and t = 10000h as an example,
when t = 1000h, the order of importance measures of the
three function nodes relative to the capability of fire damage
is as follows:

I5
B−TDL

(1; 1000) = 0.32
I5
B−TDL

(2; 1000) = 0.05
I5
B−TDL

(4; 1000) = 0.85

(37)

I5
B−TDL

(4; 1000) > I5
B−TDL

(1; 1000) > I5
B−TDL

(2; 1000)

(38)

When t = 10000h, the order of importancemeasures of the
three function nodes relative to the capability of fire damage
is as follows:

I5
B−TDL

(1; 10000) = 0.096
I5
B−TDL

(2; 10000) = 0.019
I5
B−TDL

(4; 10000) = 0.068

(39)

I5
B−TDL

(1; 10000) > I5
B−TDL

(4; 10000) > I5
B−TDL

(2; 10000)

(40)

At the beginning of the task of fire damage in SoS (i.e. t
tends to 0), the independent operational performance level of
each equipment system is in a good state. The level of combat
effectiveness of the capability of fire damage mainly depends
on the normal operation of the function of ship combat. How-
ever, with the increase of time, independent operational per-
formance levels of N1 and N2 decrease rapidly, which greatly
affect the level of combat effectiveness of N5. Therefore, it is
necessary to formulate maintenance strategies consistent with
importance measure ranking in order to improve the mission
success of SoS.

In addition, the orders of importance measure will change
with the change of the values of parameters of operational
dependency. Here the importance measures of the three func-
tion nodes relative to N5 are taken as an example for analysis
and calculation. The changed parameter matrices of αnewij ,
βnewij and γ newij in the network are given as follows:

αnewij =


0 0 0.48 0 0
0 0 0.52 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.56
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

 (41)

FIGURE 14. Curves of importance measure of function nodes to fire
damage capability with changed values of parameters of operational
dependency.

βnewij =


0 0 65.8 0 0
0 0 64.3 0 0
0 0 0 0 55
0 0 0 0 42.6
0 0 0 0 0

 (42)

γ newij =


0 0 64.8 0 0
0 0 100 0 0
0 0 0 0 100
0 0 0 0 74.6
0 0 0 0 0

 (43)

Assuming that other conditions remain unchanged, impor-
tance measure-time curves of each function node can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 14.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that the importance measure
of N4 relative to the capability of fire damage is the largest
at any time tin this case because of the change of the values
of parameters of operational dependency. Therefore, the ship
has higher priority of maintenance in the SoS and its func-
tional module of combat especially needs more attention.

Then the importance measures of the two function nodes
relative to N3 are taken as an example by using variable-
controlling approach to analyze impacts of changes of oper-
ational dependency parameters on importance measures of
equipment task. Here only operational dependency parameter
β13 related to N1 is changed.
In the simulation, we find that changes of β13 will make

the results change, as shown in Figure 15. When β13 = 15,
the orders of importance measure will continue to change
over time and importance measures of N1 and N2are equal
when t = 4871h. When β13 = 25 or β13 = 50, the
importance measure of N2 will be slightly higher than that
of N1. When β13 = 80, the importance measure of N2 will be
obviously higher than that of N1. As space is limited, we do
not do in-depth research on sensitivity analysis of operational
dependency parameters in this paper.
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FIGURE 15. Curves of importance measure of function nodes to fire damage capability with
changed values of β13 of operational dependency.

FIGURE 16. Curves of importance measure of function nodes to fire
damage capability by using method proposed in reference [38].

D. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TWO METHODS
Here the importance measures of the three function nodes rel-
ative to N5 are taken as an example for comparative analysis
of themethod proposed in this paper and themethod proposed
in reference [41].

Assuming that all conditions remain unchanged, according
to the method of calculation of operational dependency pro-
posed in reference [41], importance measure-time curves of
each function node can be obtained, as shown in Figure 16.

It can be seen from Figure 16 that the results obtained by
using the method proposed in reference [41] are different

from those obtained by the method proposed in this paper.
This is because the method proposed in reference [41] did
not consider the corresponding effects of the changes of
independent operational performance level of function nodes
on SOD zone and COD zones in operational dependency
analysis. This will affect the ranking results of importance
measures of function nodes relative to the target capability
node, so that it cannot meet the requirements of accurate
maintenance of SoS.

V. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the common phenomenon that SoS has operational
dependency in the process of mission execution, this paper
improves FDNA to construct the operational dependency
network of SoS, and puts forward an importance measure of
equipment task based on operational dependency network;

This paper determines a dynamic method of analyzing the
operational levels of different nodes and their corresponding
probability by using Markov process, and proposes analysis
process of importance measure of equipment task in SoS by
improving the Birnbaum importance measure.

The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by a
case study. It is found that the importance measure of each
system is affected by operational dependency, performance
degradation and task time, and the ranking results may change
with time. The method proposed in this paper provides some
guidance for the formulation of maintenance strategies in
SoS.

In addition, the proposedmethod performs well in scalabil-
ity and is suitable for the analysis and research of operational
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dependency of SoS containing a large number of equipment
systems. And the proposed method can be used to analyze
mission success, maintenance decision-making and impor-
tance measure of SoS considering operational dependency.

We will analyze the sensitivity of operational dependency
parameters in the following research, so as to effectively
measure impacts of operational dependency on importance
analysis in SoS.
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